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Dearest Class 11s,  

Well we had one morning together for which I am grateful!  

Now back to working by distance. Before any work is done however, I hope you have brushed off your desk 

and created a space which will support your ability to work productively in a positive state of mind. I’m at 

school looking out the window at the patches of snow on the mountains, there was supposed to be snow 

down to 400 m today. Do you know what altitude your home is? Importantly, stay warm while you work! 

 

1. I have decided that I will upload a geography-related quiz or activity every morning. Answers for 

these activities will be uploaded the following day. I hope you enjoy this way of starting your Main 

Lesson work daily.  

 

Seven Sisters Songline 1994 by Josephine Mick, Ninuku Arts 

 

2. Today I would like you to complete the Songlines tasks that I outlined on Monday.  

 

If you would like to continue listening to the Seven Sisters Songline Exhibition story as you complete 

your illustration, here is the link to the website (scroll down to ‘Songlines audio journey’):  
https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/songlines 

 

To support your dreaming into the ideas of Songlines for your written responses, I would like to 

share with you some words from Tyson Yunkaporta’s ‘Sand Talk’ novel (the book Jordan was 

carrying around yesterday). 

“In your great-grandmother’s language there are no separate words for time and space.…In her 

traditional language she asks you something that translates directly into English as ‘what place’ but 

actually means ‘what time’, and you reluctantly shift yourself into that paradigm, because you know 

it will be hard as hell to shift back out of it again when you go back to work. Kinship moves in cycles, 

the land moves in seasonal cycles, the sky moves in stellar cycles and time is so bound up in those 

things that it is not even a separate concept from space. We experience time in a very different way 

from people immersed in flat schedules and story-less surfaces. In our spheres of existence, time 

does not go in a straight line, and it is as tangible as the ground we stand on”.  

https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/songlines
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3. So we have briefly contemplated how humans navigated, communicated and were deeply 

connected to place for thousands of years before anything was written down. You were also asked 

to reflect on your/our ways of navigating, what questions arose for you? What does it mean to you 

to be connected to the place where you live? 
 

 
 

For a little research task, I would like you to research the difference between identifying Silver 

Wattle (Acacia dealbata) and Black Wattle (Acacia mearnsii). There are 1,210 different species of 

wattle that are endemic to Australia and nation-wide there is always a wattle in bloom. Silver and 

Black Wattles both have the beautiful, feathery bi-pinnate foliage. The secret to identifying these 

similar species of wattle is the positioning of the glands along the leaf stems.  

 

Once you are confident in your ability to identify the difference between the two wattles, you will 

be empowered to look outside and answer:  

Is it the Silver or the Black Wattle that blooms first in the Yarra Valley?? 
 

4. Now back to the early days of ‘mapping’. Indigenous cultures around the world used drawings and 

symbols to share information beyond the spoken word. Ancient rock paintings often reveal 

knowledge of the routes of migratory animals, paths between water holes and the patterns and 

movements of star constellations.  

Before I go, here is an image of the earliest ‘World Map’, from Babylon 700 -500 BC. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Babylonian_Map_of_the_World,_700-500_BC.jpg

